Monday
Night Touch
Feedback

Q1. How would you
rate the online
registration process for
Monday nights touch
sessions?

Make it available to more people.
Due to the England Touch Return to play protocols we are only
able to have 30 people per pitch at any one time, if we were to
open this up to more people we would have to have 2 pitches
going and with the current procedures in place and time limits
we have to adhere to this would result in less playing time for
everybody
Needs to be simpler & quicker rather than completing same details each time. 1
registration form for first time then just a yes/no to attend.
The form we use is a google for, we use this form as it is simple to setup and more
importantly FREE.
As each session is its on separate event we need to have peoples email addresses for
contact tracing purposes, in line with NHS track and trace we only keeps these details
for 21 days and as the Covid pandemic is a fluid situation the rules and regulations are
changing on a weekly basis and people need to make sure they are following the latest
advice hence the ticking of the terms and conditions for each weekly event

Q2.When you arrive at
touch how would you
rate the Covid
procedures in place?

Rockcliff one way and rules oTT
The one way system and social distancing in the car park are
there to make sure we comply with the RFU, ETA and Rockcliff
Rugby Clubs return to play protocols.
with out these procedures in place we would be unable to play
touch rugby at Rockcliff Rugby Club

Q3. How do you think

Monday night touch
handled the positive test
from one of its players?

Gov guidelines not followed, everyone playing the Monday
before test should have self isolated regardless of whether
ETA said.

As soon as we became aware a player had
tested positive for Covid we contacted
both the ETA and Rockcliff Rugby club to
seek clarification if all individuals needed
to isolate, as touch rugby is not classed as
a close contact sport by sport England
then there is no need for everybody to self
isolate.
All the advice we have received from the
ETA is directly from sport England and is in
line with government guidance.
After the positive test we set up an email
to report future cases and we also
contacted all attendees from the Monday
session to let them know we had had a
positive test reminding people to not
attend the next session if they had any
symptoms

Q3. How would you prefer to be
contacted regarding Mondays
sessions?
We have now added the WhatsApp
link to the submission confirmation
page, so people are able to join the
group if they like

